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D&D DMCC

Dream your Light, and Smart your House.

Our Mission 

is to provide innovative turnkey

solutions to help our clients realize today

the human spaces of tomorrow.

OUR VISION

D&D DMCC strives to be the

leading technology provider to high-end

construction projects in fast developing.

markets.

ABOUT US
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Lighting | 

D&D is starting to develope a

host of capabilities designed to deliver

sophisticated turnkey lighting solutions.

Today, 

D&D is at the forefront

of innovative lighting engineering &

integration.
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Energy Saving Solutions |  

D&D has saving energy use, sometimes simply called energy efficiency, Aims to reduce the amount of energy required to provide products and services. For example,

insulating a home allows a building to use less heating and cooling energy to achieve and maintain a comfortable emperature. Installing fluorescent lights, LED lights or natural skylights 

reduces the amount of energy required to attain the same level of illumination compared with using traditional incandescent light bulbs. Improvements in energy efficiency are generally 

achieved by adopting a more efficient technology or production process or by application of commonly accepted methods to reduce energy losses.
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Lighting Control Systems 

D&D offers a wide variety of lighting controls that combine sophisticated design with 

state-of-the-arttechnology. These include architectural controls,daylighting controls, 

dimmers, fan speed controls,occupancy sensors, relay panels, timer switches and more.

Our lighting controls provide precise, dependable controland complement any residential 

or commercial application, while offering the potential for significant energy savings.
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AUTOMATION Systems |  

D&D Technologies can offer Wireless lighting provides sophisticated style in sleek color 

configurations, guaranteed to complement the beauty of your home and space. Customiz-

able buttons allow you to control yout lighting with a simple press.Turn on or off multiple 

rooms and spaces, or the entire house,with one tap. Motion sensors provide hands-free 

illumination and automatically turn off lights when no one is in the room.

Automation lighting provides sophisticated style in sleek color configurations.

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

LED Solutions 

A light-emitting diode, or LED, is a compound semiconductor

device that converts electricity into light. One of more LEDs combined with a driver, hous-

ing and other components create a complete LED system which DREAM&DREAM has a 

wide range of varieties,types and designs for each use and occupancy.

Compact Flourecent bulb 
10,000 Hours lifespan

LED Filamnt bulb 
30,000 Hours lifespan
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Technologies by Application | 

• RETAILS                                     

• RESIDENTIAL                           

• INDUSTRY                                

• PRIVATE USE

•  OFFICES    

•  EDUCATION   

•  STREET & URBAN
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OUR EXPIERIANCE
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Dream&Dream DMCC

Office # 1009, JBC Tower 5, Cluster W, Jumeirah Lakes Towers. 

Dubai, UAE, TEL: +971 4 5588267

Info@dandd-Dxb.com 

P.O BOX: 336326


